
Main Features

FM-Stereo / AM
Digital Tuning Portable Receiver
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Color

. 20 station presets (10 FM, 10 AM). Easy to read LCD display with backlight. Adjustable tuning step. Auto seek stations. Wide / narrow filter selection for AM / FM bands. Clock available. 2 alarm timer by radio and buzzer. HWS (Humane Wake System) buzzer. Adjustable sleep timer. Snooze function. Battery power status indication. Lock switch. I/O jacks: DC in, Aux-in and headphone. Adapter included. Available in other colors

WHITE-BLUE WHITE-DARK BLUE GRAY-BLACK

Elegant simplicity combined with state-of-the-art performance sets the 
Sangean Model WR-12 AM/FM Analog Table Top Radio head and shoulders 
above its closest competition. In true Sangean tradition AM/FM reception is 
excellent providing clear and static free listening. Only three dial knobs adjusts 
the volume, selects AM/FM bands, AUX & Bluetooth Wireless and precisely 
tunes your station selection displayed in a softly lighted analog display. An 
LED tuning eye assures you're tuning the best reception for your selected 
station.

The WR-12 delivers powerful audio with 2.1 channel system uses dual stereo 
speakers and a subwoofer specially designed for more bass and loudness 
compensation that gives better bass response characteristics, and helps the 
WR-12 delivers sound beyond its size. Bass and treble controls let you further 
adjust the sound to your liking. In addition, a stereo headphone jack, display 
dimmer and provision for an external AM and FM antenna is also provided. 
Aux-in jack for playing your favorite iPod/iPhone or MP3 tunes for your 
personal enjoyment. 

Now, there's even more to like.... With Bluetooth wireless technology, simply 
switch to the Bluetooth source dial knob and after initial pairing, start listening 
to your favorite music wirelessly. It's that simple! Whether you own a 
Smartphone, iPod/iPhone, tablet or PC, you can enjoy your music without the 
constraint of extra cables.
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# 000001 Black

# FFFFFF White & # 8E908D Gray

# FFFFFF White & # 0072BC Blue

# FFFFFF White & # CC2128 Red


